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CLOSING ADDRESS DELIVERED BY DR. WYATT1'EE WALKER,

SECRETARY-GENERAL, INTERNATIONAL FREEDOM MOBILIZATION, AND PASTOR

OF CANAAN BAPTIST CHURCH IN HARLEM, AT THE SUMMIT CONFERENCE OF

BLACK RELIGIOUS LEADERS ON APARTHEID, ON APRIL 19, 1979 AT THE

UNITED NATIONS CHURCH CENTER, NEW YORK CITY.

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE!

To Kelly Miller Smith, our National Chairman, Johnston

Makatini, Permanent Representative to the U.N. of the African

National Congress, the Steering Committee of this Summit

Conference, delegates assembled, I say to you in Zulu, Sakubona!

N'kosi Sikeli Africa! Which is to say, "Greetings! God Bless

Africa! "

This is a task which I resisted with much protesting.

My duties as Secretary-General (the title about which we have

had a lot of good humor) have been such that I have been before

you much more than I've wanted to be. The whole truth is that

the speaker we earnestly desired for this closing spot was

unavailable and the Steering Committee made me do it. Hy

reluctance rested not on being a speaker, per se, nor being

able to speak, but I honestly did not want to run the risk of

this conference having even the appearance of being a Wyatt Te~

Walker event. The purposes for which we have gathered are far
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too serious. I promise you that there shall not evolve from
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this conference any Walker principles.

I am first and foremost a preacher of the Gospel, a

regularly ordained minister of the Baptist persuasion. Many

of you have had me share your pulpits. for one reason or another

across the last twenty-five years. The period of my preaching

and perhaps my persistence more than gifts, has garnered for

me some small reputation as a preacher of notable endowments.

I would rather preach, but this is neither the time nor the

place for preaching.

It is more appropriately a moment for what the program

signifies, an "Address", a summary of what we have been about

these three days. It would have been my preference and style

to have had this address prepared much earlier in order that

George Lawrence could have fed AP and UPI with the record of

these remarks by the time we gathered here today. However, the

press of this week's activities and the burden of details

necessary to putting this conference together did not afford me

the luxury of preparing an advance text. How I would have

preferred to stand before you, armed with a finely worded,

carefully thought out, cogently argued, prepared text. With

what has tr~nspired this week, it simply could not be done. I

ask you to suspend any judgment of how I say what there is to

say. The cruciality of our concern must take priority over

the balanced arrangement of my remarks, the beauty of language,

the cadences of sentences and syllogistically framed arguments.

.: .'.,).
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Let me speak to you this mo~ning, more from the heart than

from my head, and suggest to you the direction we must take.

First, as a preamble to what may be called our shopping

list, let me borrow from the world of news gathering the five

WIS. WHO, WHAT, WHERE, WHY, and WHEN.

WHO?

Summit Conference of Black Religious Leaders.

BLACK RELIGIOUS LEADERS! That's who we are. As

extensions of the people God has given us to serve, we are the

spiritual heirs of the Black religious experience. That

uniquely equips us to join the struggle against apartheid. We

are no strangers to systemic racism and white oppression. We

have known unspeakable cruelties both physical and psychic in

our sojourn here on the North American continent. It is a

miracle of God that we have survived at all. And beyond that

survival, are still "singing the Lord's song in a strange land."

Who knows better than. we know. Many of you in my generation

and earlier, still bear the scars of racism and prejudice.

Through it all -- Snatched from our homelands in mother Africa,

transported in the holds of those hellish ships of the Middle

Passage, raped of our culture and language, separated from

kith and kin, enslaved for 344 years, cheated for the last 114

Through it all we've learned to trust
in Jesus; we've learned to trust in God.
Through it all we've learned to depend
upon His word.
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WHAT?

What are we doing here? What is this' conference about?

The focus of these three days is the unqualified support

of the liberation struggle of the peoples of South Africa. Let

me be explicit. We are not here about toilets and signs and

and days ahead must be the total liberation of the people, the

cafeterias, not even trade unions. The focus of these days

children, the land and the resources. Let me cite a biblical

p~ecedent: Exodus 11:26. Moses was in negotiation with Pharoah ; ..

that Israel planned to go three days' journey into the wilder-

Pharoah countered by suggesting one

about the plan for Israel's liberation.

ness to praise the Lord.

He had informed Pharoah

day's journey. Moses was firm. "Three days!" Then Pharoah

inquired, "Who will go?" Moses told him, "Everybody!" Pharoah

answered, "All right, you may go three days' journey to celebrate

a feast in honor of your God, but only the adults may go."

"Our cattle shall go with us; there shall not be a hoof left

Pharoah that the details of the exodus were non-negotiable.

God dropped a few plagues on Egypt to soften the Pharoah's

""'.'~ ....... .He informed the

In the final exchange, Pharoah okayed the three days'heart.

"Leave the children." Moses again was firm.

journey, the men, women and children, but " ... Leave the cattle."

Moses remained firm with God's plan for the exodus of liberation:

behind ... "

African liberation demands the whole package, the men,

I.
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the women, the children, the land, the resources. Perhaps

God through us will send a visitation of plagues against the

house of Pharoah in South Africa. Remember the last plague

was the destroying angell

WHERE?

The UNITED NATIDNS Church Center.

We are here because this is as close as we could get

(at this momentt to that world body that presumes among other

things to protect the weak from the strong. The Human Rights

paragraphs and guarantees of the U.N. have no equal anywhere.

The united Nations has had a Committee on Apartheid since

1966. This same U.N. has declared that apartheid is a "crime

against humanity." It has declared apartheid "a threat to

the Liberation movement as the authentic representatives of

the danger-potential so acute that the matter of apartheid

the majority of the peoples of South Africa. The U.N. recognizes

security." The U.N. has declared

"is the special respol)sibility of the U.N." The U.N. recognizes

peace and international

the legitimacy of the struggle in all forms including armed

struggle for the seizure of power by the people. The U.N.

has declared that Solomon Mahlangu and other captured freedom

fighters be accorded the status of "prisoners of war" in

keeping with the Geneva Convention. Since 1974, this U.N.

suspended South Africa from its General Assembly and the
~;;~.
t .
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security Council remains seized with the question of her

expulsion. This U.N. has declared the Pretoria regime

illegitimate. What an impressive litany against apartheid

by this world body. And yet the reality is that apartheid

is alive and well. ,How so? Because the member nations

of the Security Council are 'in conspiracy with the racist

South Africa regime by virtue of th~ir weak-kneed stance.

The United States, G~eat Britain, France and West Germany

are the obstructionists. That's why we are here at the U.N.

To mobilize the moral authority of the people of God in

support of the liberation struggle in South Africa. We have

corne to the U.N. to begin what the U.N. has not the power

nor the will to accomplish. That's where we are. The U.N.!

WHY?

Why are we here?

What on earth can Afro-Americans do about liberation

in South Africa when we are not liberated in Harlem and

Cleveland and Atlanta and St. Louis and Pittsburgh, etc?

I do not suggest an abandonment of the struggle for our

dreams and aspirations in this land; but to add to that

struggle, in concert, the struggle for liberation in South
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Africa. Is it because the South Africans are Black and we -
are Black? Not really, although historically it is a more
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than sufficient reason. We are here because of our humanity.

It is only an incident of history that the geography of

Africa mingles in our blood. The bizarre reality of the

migrant workers, the injustice and hUmiliation of the

Bantustans, the violence of Sharpeyille and Soweto, the

detention of Mandela and Govan Mbeki, the murder of Biko and

Mahlangu calls us together! AparthE!id must not be allowed

to live in the world community of nations. No authentic

religion can provide a raison d'etre for apartheid. Most

of mankind is against apartheid. The moral order of the

univ~rse is against apartheid. The angels in heaven are

against apartheid. God himself sits in terrible judgment

against apartheid. Apartheid must die.

WHEN?

When? NOW!

~ ~

~
~'
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are called the Sullivan principles. My principle is not

He witnessed before this body that he has been talking to

My brother Leon Sullivan has a plan -- So have 11

Freedom

I have but one! TheyLeon outlined six principles.

So have 11 Leon said he has prayed. So have 11

mine but God's principle. That principle is FREEDOM.

He spent h~s own money. So have I!

God.

of our South African brothers and sisters. Freedom of the

children. Freedom of the land. Freedom of the ballot.



The Sullivan principles are patently first steps.
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Freedom from fear. Freedom from oppression.

hunger. Freedom, Freedom, Freedom!.

Freedom from

South Africans desperately need more than a first step.

The disparity between white South Africans and the indigenous

people demands a quantum leap.

"Wait and see" is the watchwQrd of the Sullivan

principles. We have had more than a hundred years of "wait

and see". It will not work! Who knows better than we that j'""-

every step toward our self-respect and human dignity has

been painfully and sacrificially wrung from the adversary

in this land. Every step has been blood-bought and yet

we cannot honestly see any light at the end of the tunnel.

"Wait and see" in our American experience is a cruel hoax.

WHEN? The time is NOW for us to throw down the gauntlet

at home and in South Africa. There is no gainsaying that

the racist regime of South Africa. American banks prop

in Israel, of all places) that stifles any real change.

in the quest for high profits at any human cost -- keeps

Our militaryindigenous South Africans in virtual slavery.

up apartheid in South Africa. American corporate investment

establishment provides the sophisticated hardware (laundered

the same consortium of forces that shortchange our aspirations

are precisely the same forces that are in complicity with

in this land, to which we were brought against our will,
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The banks, corporate investors and the military-industrial

complex are the primary culprits of our unhappy state in

this land. Afro-Americans and South Africans -- we have a

. ,.
·ii;-

common enemy. The time is NOWl

HOW SHALL WE PROCEED?

In getting to the concrete list of actions that we can

take at the local level, two things are necessary to keep in

mind; first, the apartheid system is in a state of profound

crisis resulting from international pressure and the militancy

of the liberation movement in South Africa; and, second, the
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Black Church, at this moment in history, has the challenge and

the opportunity to bring the Afro-American community into the

struggle as a visible force in the national and world anti-

we are building is tD correct that reality.

force in that movement and a major objective of the network

apartheid movement. The irony is, we are not now a visible
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1. Make permanent the life of the International

see" stance, we must create a movement whose watchword is

This 1S our immediate shopping list:

~ .~.
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~~4Last year we raised our flag formust be our Rally Day.

Sullivan principles and methodology are locked in a "wait and

now! June 10 and each succeeding Children's Day in continuum

Freedom Mobilization until it is no longer needed. While the

, .-
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freedom in 30 cities. This year it must be a hundred or

more. In three years when the Sullivan principles are reviewed,

let us lay beside their ledger 300 cities. I am persuaded that

Black pastors and congregations in 300 cities have more real

power than 300 American corporations. Visionary? Oh no! We

cannot lose because we are right.

2. Our mobilization following June 10 or 17 or

24 or whenever the Rally Day is set in your city, will become

our operations base to implement the pri.ority programs of

this movement. Black pastors and congregations in 100 cities

can dramatize the divestment of banks in our cities from the

South Africa scene. Black pastors and congregations in 100

cities can free our nation from its duplicity in South African

foreign policy. Black pastors and congregations in 100 cities

can create a climate for meaningful economic sanctions and an

effective arms embargo.

3. In each of the cities represented in this

historic Summit Conference, our local coordinators are asked

to confront every outlet selling the hated Krugerrand and

make know our opposition to its sale. That same opposition

must be transmitted to television, radio and newsprint advertise

ments promoting the Krugerrand. Victory on this point alone

would "deprive the racist apartheid regime of $500,000,000

dollars a year in foreign earnings in the American market alone.

4. Nothing is more persuasive than the story told
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Six Days in Soweto? In addition to .that film, there are

three or four other powerful films that are equally as persua-

in films. How can we ever forget the searing message of

sive. These films can be useful for your mobilization before

and after June 10,' Lnternational Freedom Sunday.

5. This has been a national conference with

reasonable aims. Yet your presence-and interest makes us know

that we have barely scratched the surface of the support that

is available. H. H. Brookins and Tom Kilgore have already

suggested to us that a very real possibility exists for a

!. .
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regional conference later this year for the states west of

the Rockies. There must be more than a hundred pastors from ~
~"
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that area aione who would have liked to have been here this

week. However, the distance, schedule conflicts, revivals

and the like prevented them from attending. A regional

conference would plug them into our national mobilization.

All of us have some connectional influence either via denomina-

quarter of this nation where the Black Church has strength.

Houston or Dallas/Fort Worth. We need to mobilize in every

1~1i; •
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Hayward Wiggins and

There is something we can begin to do immediately.6.

The same is true of the Southwest.

Atlanta or Birmingham might easily serve as mobilizing center.

The same circumstance prevails in the Southeast.

Cliff McClain have indicated some interest in this regard for

tions or national boards. I'm pleased to see Joe Lowery here;
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we need the endorsement of ,SCLC. My friend and colleague,

Bill Jones of Brooklyn, is president of the Progressive

National Baptist Convention. We shall have their endorsement

after our meeting in New Orleans. Wherever you have influence

in some national b~dy, we need you to seek the blessing and

to declare Sunday, June 10 as International Freedom Sunday.

delegate from Atlanta can be commissioned by this body to

seek the endorsement of that body and ask the mayors that will

For instance, the National

Conference of Mayors is meeting in Atlanta this week-end. Our

endorsement of that group.

That's how we can begin.

7. Finally, since we are here from fifty cities

and thirty-four states, why not fix our calendars now for

next year? Should we not meet here next year, the week

following Easter, to give an account of our stewardship for

the year? What a marvelous opportunity that would provide to
, .
~ .......

mobilize around the priorities for the 1980 elections. One

disappointment it will be for our brothers and sisters in

nation, would be a commitment from a candidate about a just

I do not know what you are going to do but I hope

,Now we must fold our tents and return to our fields

of labor.

South Africa if we let this moment slip from our grasp. More

you are going to join us in this mobilization. What a great

and realistic Africa policy, particularly, South Africa.

of our stipulations -in concert with other like forces in the

r·,
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importantly, you and I know full well that we have to stand

6 .
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in the judgment. I believe with all my heart that there's

a day coming when a kind and plead{rrg justice shall become

a stern and severe j~dge, and you and I must answer for our

stewardship in this old world.

"Be under no illusion, you will gather to your-

self the images of the things you love.

As you go, the likes, the shapes, the shadows

of the things you prefer will come to you

inveterately, inevitably, as bees to their

hive,

And in your mind and in your spirit they will

leave their distilled essence as sweet as

honey or as bitter as gall.

As men see the color in the wave, so shall men

see in you the images of the things you prefer.

Out of your eyes will look the images of the

things you have chosen and in your smile or

in your frown the years will speak.

You will not sit nor stand nor walk, nor will

your hand move, but you betray the one you

serve and the image thereof is written on

your brow as by a reavealing pen.

0, cleverness may select skillful words to cast

a veil about you and circumspection may ever

t... ,
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sleep -- but you will not be hid!

That face of yours, which once like an unwritten

page lay smooth in its baby crib, will take on

lines and more lines like the parchment of an

old historian who jealously sets down all of

the story.

And in it will grow the inscribed narrative of

you mental habits, the emotion of your heart,

your sense of conscience, your response to

duty, what you think of yourself, your fellow-
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man, and of your God!

which they love and the image thereof is written

Yes! It will be there, for men become like that

on their brow.•. "

"The Hand of God", 0.0. HcCall.
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